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Self Assessment:
Habits & Daily Life

Gaining clarity and awareness of our habits can shed light on what is really going on inside our 
hearts and minds, and can help us move things forward in our lives and businesses. Use 
today’s self-assessment to help you better understand how you might be hindering or hurting 
your chances of success without realizing it.  There is zero judgment behind any of these 
questions - they are meant to only make you have more awareness about how you are 
choosing to spend your time, energy, focus and money.  They are also meant to help you gain 
awareness of how you are fueling (or possibly damaging) your body.

Habits
1.  On average, what time do you wake up every weekday morning? Weekends?

2. On average, what time do you go to sleep weekdays? Weekends?

3.  What do you normally do first thing in the morning? What is your daily morning routine - 
including the order in which you do them? (e.g. check email, drink coffee, take shower….)

4. What is a normal daily routine for you during the week? (If it varies day to day, list the normal 
routine for each day)
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5. What is a normal Saturday routine for you?

6. What is a normal Sunday routine for you?

7. What do you do specifically, if anything, to prepare for your week?

Daily Life
1. How many other people depend on you for the following:

- breakfast

- help getting ready for school/daycare/work/etc.

- driven to school/daycare/work/etc

- lunch

- supper

- laundry

- household chores

- financial support

- daily caregiving

- daily supervision

2. How many other people share the above responsibilities with you? What percentage is it 
shared between all of you?
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3. How often do you exercise each week? Do you feel refreshed and energized afterwards? 

4. What are some of your favorite “me-time” activities that leave you feeling pampered, restored, 
happy, relaxed? How often do you do any of these? 

5. How often do you do the following: 

Eat food purchased from a drive-thru  _____ times per week

Each food purchased as carryout from a restaurant _________ times per week

Eat food in your vehicle  _________ times per week

Eat lunch at your desk while working _________ times per week

Drink alcohol ___________ amount / ________ times per week

Smoke cigarettes __________ amount / __________ times per week

Smoke pot __________ amount/ __________ times per week

Do drugs ___________ amount/ __________times per week

Eat junk food (candy bars, processed sweets, chips, etc)  _____ times per week

Spend time on social media ___________/hours per day ____________ times per week

Watch TV ___________/hours per day and __________/days per week

Shop online _________/hours per day and __________/days per week

Shop in stores ________/hours per day and _________/days per week
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6.  Do you spend money you don’t have each month? If so, what kinds of things do you spend 
money on when this happens?

7. How often to you check your bank balances and get clarity on your financial situation?
__ daily - I know exactly what I have in my accounts every day
__ weekly - I look over everything once a week
__ monthly - I check my finances once a month
__ rarely - I don’t check my finances very often 

8.  Do you pay your bills on time?  If not, why?

Takeaways 

While there are no right or wrong answers to any of these questions, understanding where we 
are not taking care of ourselves and where we are using unhealthy methods to cope with stress 
or a demanding lifestyle can help us decide which of these, if any, we want to try to change. Our 
health and emotional well-being are our biggest assets that we have as entrepreneurs, and 
learning to take care of those things can ensure we are able to meet the long-term demands of 
growing and scaling our business.  We are going to delve into this topic in much more detail in a 
later module in Hautecelerator, but we want you to start to be aware of your habits and start 
thinking through which ones might actually be hindering your forward progress or hurting your 
mental, emotional or physical health.  Spend some time thinking through your answers above 
and answer the following questions as honestly as you can.  This is for YOU only - you don’t 
have to show your answers to anyone else.  So now is the time to get really truthful with yourself 
so you can make the changes that are possible in this course!

I was surprised how often that I: 

I would like to try to change how often I: 

I would like to replace _________________________________, by trying to do this instead: 
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